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Abstract 

The content of this thesis is presented into two parts. The first part mainly focuses on exhibiting high 

efficiency and selective pincer complexes employed as catalysts for dehydrogenation to obtain 

hydrogen from potential hydrogen storage materials, hydrazine borane. The first series of pincer 

catalysts used for dehydrogenation of hydrazine borane is Brookhart’s well-described catalysts as well 

as their 3,5-substituted analogs with electron withdrawing and electron donating groups. Then, iron(II) 

complexes bearing a PNP backbone were also utilized for dehydrogenation of the same substrate. 

Apart from the dehydrogenation reactions, the BN materials as coupling result of dehydrogenating 

amine boranes were characterized. Analyzing the BN materials shows that the structures of BN 

materials have relationship with dehydrogenation degree. Evolving one equivalent H2 from amine 

boranes may produce linear BN polymer. However, when much more H2 released, cyclic BN product 

could be synthesized. Additionally, synthesis and characterization of a PPN ligand, 2-

[bis(diisopropylphosphino)methyl]-6-methylpyridine and its complexes with selected 3d metals. 

 

Zusammenfassung 

Der Inhalt der vorliegenden Arbeit ist in zwei Teile gegliedert. Im ersten Abschnitt liegt der 

Schwerpunkt auf der Darstellung von hocheffizienten und selektiven Pinzettenkomplexen, die als 

Katalysatoren für die Dehydrierung von Hydrazin-Boran eingesetzt wurden, um Wasserstoff aus 

potentiellen Wasserstoffspeichermaterialen zu erhalten. Dabei ist Brookharts Dehydrierungs-

katalysator der erste Pinzettenkomplex, der für die Dehydrierung von Hydrazinboran angewandt 

wurde. Es folgen weitere Untersuchungen, die den Einfluss von elektronziehenden und 

elektronschiebenden Substituenten an der 3,5-Position am Arylgerüst des Katalysators auf diese 

Reaktion erfassen. Anschließend wurden Eisen(II)-Komplexe mit einem PNP-Rückgrat für die 

Dehydrierung des gleichen Substrates verwendet. Darüber hinaus sind die bei der Dehydrierung 

anfallenden BN-Materialen charakterisiert worden und legen einen Zusammenhang zwischen der 

Struktur des BN-Materials und dem Dehydrierungsgrad nahe. Bei der Entwicklung von einem 

Äquivalent an Wasserstoff entsteht vorwiegend ein lineares Polymer. Die Bildung zyklischer Produkte 

ist bevorzugt, wenn mehr als ein Äquivalent Wasserstoff freigesetzt wird. Der zweite Abschnitt 

beschreibt die Synthese und Charakterisierung eines PPN-Liganden, 2-

[Bis(diisopropylphosphino)methyl]-6-methylpyridin und dessen Komplexierung mit ausgewählten 3d 

Übergangsmetallen. 

 

  



  



Abbreviation 

DOE The united states department of energy 

AB Ammonia borane 

HB Hydrazine borane 

MAB Methylamine borane 

DMAB Dimethylamine borane 

nBu n-Butyl 

tBu tert-Butyl 

iPr Isopropyl 

Dipp Diisopropylphenyl 

Me Methyl 

Et Ethyl 

THF Tetrahydrofuran 

TMS Trimethylsilane 

Cp Cyclopentadienyl 

Cp* Pentamethylcyclopentadienyl 

NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

Ph Phenyl 

TOF Turnover frequency 

TON Turnover number 

ebthi 1,2-ethylene-1,1’-bis(η5-tetrahydroindenyl) 

OFLP organometallic frustrated Lewis pairs  

CTB borazine cyclotriborazane 

Cy Cyclohexyl 

NPs Nanoparticles 

IR Infrared 

NMR-MAS Nuclear magnetic resonance magic-angle spinning 

MQ MAS Multiple quantum magic‐angle spinning  

KIE Kinetic isotope effects 

NHC N-heterocyclic carbene 

OAc Acetoxy 



COD 1,5-cyclooctadiene 

Xantphos 4,5-bis(diphenylphosphino)-9,9-dimethylxanthene 

K Kelvin 

DFT Density functional theory 

EA Elemental analysis 

GPC Gel permeation chromatography 

DLS Dynamic light scattering 

PDI Highly polydispersity index 

TGA Thermogravimetric analysis 

FLPs Frustrated Lewis pairs 

PS Proton sponge 

9-BBN Diborane 9-borabicyclo[3.5.1]nonane 

EPR Electron paramagnetic resonance 
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1 1. Introduction 

1. Introduction 

From the last few centuries to now, fossil fuels have always been the main energy sources that 

constantly drive prosperity and development of human society. However, numerous problems, such as 

environmental destruction, release of greenhouse gases, poor recyclability and so on, rise up 

significantly. Moreover a huge amount of fossil fuels is being consumed. Thus, at present, except 

fossil fuels, a growing number of economically friendly and regenerable alternatives are also adopted 

in terms of scale and forms.[1] Among these potential alternatives, hydrogen, undoubtedly, is a 

fascinating candidate because of its apparent advantages in 1) high energy density (120 kJ/kg, which is 

almost three times as much as that of gasoline), 2) abundant natural storage and 3) water as the only 

product after consumption, all of these make building up a hydrogen economy highly desirable.[2] 

Nevertheless, there are critical problems like low volumetric energy density (in liquid form is 8 kJ/L 

which is only a quarter of that of gasoline) setting barriers for realization of a hydrogen economy.[3] 

Thus, divergent physical-based and chemical-based hydrogen storage methods were proposed to solve 

these problems.[4] For the former method, the hydrogen is usually stored under special conditions 

which are needed to cool the systems or take a lot of extra energy to compress and liquefy hydrogen. 

Also hydrogen leakage may occur to a certain extent. To make matters worse, considering the weight 

of container and cooling system, the hydrogen storage capacity is in fact much lower.[5] In contrast, 

storage of hydrogen via chemical bonds owns merits such as good stability, convenient storage 

conditions, higher gravimetric capacity making it chosen as a promising candidate by the American 

Department of Energy (DOE) for a future long-term pathway.[6] 

To date, numerous potential hydrogen storage compounds have been studied in laboratories for the 

long-term target, including N-ethylcarbazole,[7] nitrogen heterocycles,[8] ethanol and formic acid and 

such on.[9] Comparing these chemical hydrogen storage compounds, it is not difficult to see that amine 

boranes have stand-out advantages regarding facile synthesis and storage, higher gravimetric capacity 

(Figure 1), and long term stability. Optimization of synthesis procedures and hydrogen evolution 

conditions has been done many years in various ways under non transition metal complex catalyzed 

conditions (i.e. thermolysis and hydrolysis) and still is being done at the moment.[10] In recent years, 

except from aforementioned pathways to release hydrogen from ammonia borane (AB), numerous 

noble transition metal complexes designed to catalyze the dehydrogenation of AB were presented as 

well, which will be introduced in the next sections. In contrast, analogous reports on dehydrogenation 

of another hydrogen-rich molecule, hydrazine borane (HB) that utilizing transition metal complex as 

catalysts are rare, which makes exploring transition metal complex catalyzed dehydrogenation of HB 

promising in terms of basic research and application.[11] Nevertheless, an issue that the dehydrogenated 

amine boranes only can be regenerated under harsh conditions narrows the usage of these materials to 

single-use H2 storage materials or as bench-stable H2 sources and needs much more focuses to 

overcome these issues.  



 

 

2 1. Introduction 

 

Figure 1. Comparison of gravimetric and volumetric densities of various hydrogen storage materials. [12] 

 

It is noteworthy that transition metal catalysts bearing pincer ligands are employed for stoichiometric 

and catalytic applications and are thus well-described.[13] Variations of ligand backbones and the metal 

centers can tune the electronic and steric properties of pincer complexes nicely and makes this type of 

organometallic compounds suitable for different kinds of reactions (Figure 2). Accordingly, since 

pincer complexes were first reported by Shaw in the 1970s
[14]

 they have been widely well practiced, 

e.g. for nitrogen activation,[15] hydrogenation of CO2,
[16] olefins,[17] ketones,[18] imines,[17a] and esters,[19] 

dehydrogenation of alcohols,[20] N-heterocycles[21] and used for the dehydrogenation of amine boranes 

as well.  

 

Figure 2. Variations of pincer ligand parameters for control of the steric and electronic properties.[13c, 22] 

 

Generally speaking, these pincer complexes are easily synthesized or commercially available. 

However, when it comes to the pyridine-based aromatic PNP catalysts, one common synthesis method 

for building carbon-phosphorous arms is the reaction of 2,6-lutidine with nBuLi at low temperature,[23] 

which not only gives pyridine-based PNP ligands but PPN ligands and PN ligands that result from 
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partial deprotonation of one-side methyl groups (Scheme 1). As having theoretically multiple binding 

modes, PPN ligands can be regarded as hetero-functionality containing analogs of the well-known 

short-bite angle ligand dppm (i.e. bis(diphenylphosphino)methane).[24] Then, it also can be treated as 

PN ligands binding to catalysts which are metal ligand cooperative.[25] Thus, it is worthy to developing 

PPN ligands and related transition metal complexes for practice. 

 

Scheme 1. General pathways for the synthesis of aromatic PNP ligands, giving also PN and PPN ligands. 
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2. Dehydrogenation of amine boranes 

2.1. Research background 

Amine boranes are ideal materials for a lot of areas. For example, AB and HB have relatively high 

gravimetric hydrogen capacity (approximately 19.6 wt% and 15.4 wt%, respectively), so that they are 

very suitable for hydrogen storage and hydrogen transfer reactions.[26] Apart from that, a compound 

containing boron-nitrogen bonds is isoelectronic to compounds containing carbon-carbon bonds, but 

unlike the bond between two carbon atoms, the different electronegativity of boron and nitrogen 

makes BN compounds polar which can significantly alter molecular and solid-state electronic and 

optical properties of the system and the intermolecular interactions present in solid phases.[27] These 

properties make boron nitrogen containing compounds interesting for polymer chemistry, 

optoelectronic devices, elastomers and biomaterials[28] with special characteristics that their all-carbon 

analogs do not have.[29] 

From the aspect of our research, the thesis mainly focuses on the dehydrogenation of amine boranes. 

The details of various methods for release of hydrogen from amine boranes are depicted in the next 

sections. Meanwhile, it is unneglectable that dehydrogenation is a dehydrocoupling process as well. 

That is to say, amine borane derivatives such as methylamine borane (MAB), dimethylamine borane 

(DMAB), aniline borane and N,N-diisopropylamine borane except from being used as hydrogen 

storage materials or as models to give a better insight into mechanisms of dehydrogenation reactions 

of more hydrogen-rich AB,[30] could also serve as precursors of linear or cyclic oligomers or polymers 

via catalytic dehydrogenation and coupling. MAB as an example is suitable substrate for 

dehydrogenation, mechanistic studies as well as for polymer formation. Manners and co-workers 

synthesized a soluble, poly(N-methylaminoborane), [MeNH-BH2]n with high molecular weight (MW 

up to 160.000) using Brookhart’s Ir(III) pincer catalyst [(POCOP)IrH2] (1) (POCOP = [ᴋ3-2,6-

(OPtBu2)2C6H3]).
[31] Weller and co-workers first reported a relatively stable iridium aminoborane 

complex [Ir(PCy3)2(H)2(η
2-H3B·NMeH2)][BArF

4] (2) via adding one equivalent of MAB to the 

dihydrogen complex [Ir(PCy3)2(H)2(H2)2] (3). After that, addition of a second equivalent of MAB, 

formation of the simplest oligomer of MAB, H3B·NMeHBH2·NMeH2 was observed, which gave 

insights into what role a metal center of catalyst may play during the dehydrocoupling process.[32] Our 

group also chose MAB to make dehydrocoupling products mediated by [(PNHP)Fe(BH4)(CO)(H)] (4) 

(PNHP = HN(CH2CH2PiPr2)2) pincer complex with slightly more than one equivalent of hydrogen 

gained.[33] We found that the polymerization process occurs after dehydrogenation, accordingly, 

polymerization of MAB catalyzed by the iron complex actually is an off-metal process and how much 

hydrogen produced is partial decided by catalyst. Dehydrocoupling, as aforementioned, is so closely 

related to dehydrogenation that it also necessary to be introduced in the next sections. 
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2.2. Main group metal complex catalyzed dehydrogenation of amine 

boranes 

For now, two categories of general coordination patterns of main group 2 and 13 metals displayed in 

Figure 3 (transition metal Zn shows category 1 type coordination,[34] Sc and Y show category 2 type 

coordination [35]) have been mentioned by several groups for dehydrogenation and dehydrocoupling of 

ammonia borane and amine boranes and investigation of interactions between these complexes and 

substrates.[36]  

  

Figure 3. Two coordination patterns of main group precatalysts for dehydrogenation reactions. 

 

2.2.1. Category 1 complexes  

Two Mg complexes with nacnac type ligands [(Dipp-nacnac)Mg(nBu)] (Dipp = 2,6-

Diisopropylphenyl) (5) and [(Dipp-nacnac)MgN(SiMe3)2] (6) (Dipp-nacnac = CH{(CMe)N(2,6-

iPr2C6H3)}2), (Dipp-nacnac)Mg = [Mg]) were reported by Hill’s and Harder’s groups, individually.[36c, 

36f] Stoichiometric reaction of the [Mg]nBu complex with two equivalents of DMAB produced the [Mg] 

ligated with anion [NMe2BH2NMe2BH3]
- which converted to [NMe2-BH2]2 (20% yield) after heating 

for 16 hours at 60 °C with concomitant formation of a small quantity of dimeric magnesium hydride 

{[Mg]H(THF)2}2 (7). When using a loading of 5 mol% 6, (Dipp)NH2·BH3 could be obtained 

quantitatively and was cleanly transformed to HB[NH(Dipp)2]2, BH3 and H2 in toluene at 20 °C. 

[Mg]NH(DIPP)BH3 (8) and {[Mg]BH4}2 (9) were characterized as active catalyst and a possible 

intermediate, respectively.  

Ca amidoborane complexes (Dipp-nacnac)CaNHRBH3 synthesized by reaction of [(Dipp-

nacnac)CaH(THF)]2 (10) ((Dipp-nacnac)Ca = [Ca]) and AB, MAB, iPrNH2·BH3 and DippNH2·BH3 

with H2 evolution were reported by Harder’s group (Scheme 2).
[36d, 36g]

 Analogous mono- and 

bimetallic Mg amidoborane complexes for supplying valuable insight into the thermal release of 

hydrogen from metal amidoboranes were published by the same group as well.[37] For Ca coordinating 

to amine boranes with small substituents, heating in benzene gave dimerized products [(Dipp-
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nacnac)Ca(THF)n]2(RN-BH-NR-BH3) (R = H (11) , iPr (12), R = Me (13)). With sterically demanding 

amine substituent Dipp, an amidoborane complex [(Dipp-nacnac)CaBH2=NDipp(THF)] (14) is formed. 

Secondary Ca amidoborane complex [(Dipp-nacnac)Ca(NMe2BH3)(THF)] (15) did not react with 

amine boranes even using an excess of the substrate.[36c] In contrast to Mg and Ca complexes 

mentioned before, reaction of (Dipp-nacnac)AlH2 (16) and DippNH2·BH3 gave (Dipp-

nacnac)Al(BH4)2 (17) and DippNH2, no H2 was released from this reaction.[36a] It should be 

emphasized that when reacting with AB, partial (Dipp-nacnac)AlH2 can dissociate two hydrides and 

chelate to a ligand [HN(BH═NH)2]
2– which is a dianion, isoelectronic with a β-Diketiminate.[38] 

 

Scheme 2. Overview of the formation and decomposition of main group metal amidoborane complexes. 

 

2.2.2. Category 2 complexes 

The dehydrogenation of amine boranes using homolephic category 2 complexes is summarized in 

Table 1. In dehydrogenations of DMAB using Mg[CH(TMS)2]2 (TMS = trimethylsily), formation of 

the anionic ligand [NMe2BH2NMe2BH3]
- takes place as result of dimerization of the substrate (Scheme 

3).[36c] Although the corresponding Ca complex can consume the same substrate, there was no triplet 

resonance assignable to the appearance of [NMe2BH2NMe2BH3]
-. 11B NMR spectra of DMAB 

dehydrogenation experiments promoted by Ca and Mg were similar. The authors, based on the 

dehydrogenation ability of the metals, proposed that efficacy of this insertion and subsequent β- or δ-

hydride elimination steps is assumed to be dependent upon the charge density and polarizing capability 

of the participating group 2 centers. A catalytic cycle for B-N bond formation was proposed. Other 

two group 2 elements strontium and barium were also tested.[36e] Mg[N(SiMe3)2]2 can extract hydrogen 

form DMAB and iPr2NH·BH3 in high yields via δ-hydride elimination. Reactions of secondary amine 

boranes with Sr and Ba complexes gave metal amido-borane complexes of the type M-NMe2BH3 or 
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M-NiPr2BH3, no further reaction was observed. When Al(III) category 2 complexes Al(NiPr2)3 and 

Al(NMe2)3 were employed to dehydrogenate DMAB, iPr2NH·BH3 and tBuNH2·BH3
[36h] both of them 

show better catalytic capability on consuming amine boranes with smaller substituents. In addition to 

that, the authors also isolated [H2Al(μ-NiPr2)]2 (18) from a reaction of Al(NiPr2)3 and iPr2NH·BH3. 

Complex 18, according to the authors, probably is the real catalyst of reaction and can transform the 

substrate iPr2NH·BH3 as well. 

 

Scheme 3. Proposed mechanism for the catalytic dehydrocoupling of DMAB by main group metal complexes.[35] 

 

Table 1. Main group catalyzed dehydrogenation of amine boranes.[36c, 36e, 36h] 

Substrate Catalyst 
Loading 

(mol % ) 
Product 

Conversion 

(%) 

Condition 

(°C, h, solvent) 

TOF 

(h-1) 

DMAB Mg[CH(TMS3)2]2 5 [NMe2BH2]2 100 60, 72, C6D6 0.28 

iPr2NH·BH3 Mg[N(SiMe3)2]2 5 iPr2NBH2 100 25, 1, C6D6 20.00 

DMAB Al(NMe2)3 8 [NMe2BH2]2 80 25, 120, C7D8 0.08 

DMAB Al(NMe2)3 5 [NMe2BH2]2 100 50, 48, C7D8 0.42 

iPr2NH·BH3 Al(NiPr2)3 2 iPr2NBH2 100 20, 2, C7D8 25.00 

iPr2NH·BH3 Al(NiPr2)3 10 iPr2NBH2 100 60, 2, C6D6 5.00 

iPr2NH·BH3 [H2Al(μ-NiPr2)]2 0.5 iPr2NBH2 50 20, 96, C7D8 1.04 

tBuNH2·BH3 Al(NMe2)3 3 [tBuNBH]3 13 20, 96, C6D6 0.05 

TOF = (mol substrate converted)/(mol.cat × time) = (conversion/loading)/time. 
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2.2.3. Group 14 complexes 

Dehydrocoupling of AB, tBuNH2·BH3 and DMAB promoted by tin catalysts was presented by 

Waterman and co-workers.[39] Three Sn compounds Cp*2SnCl2, Ph2SnCl2 and SnCl2 were examined in 

the catalytic dehydrogenation of amine boranes. By comparing NMR spectra and dehydrogenation 

profiles of amine boranes catalyzed by three tin catalysts, the authors concluded that the oxidation 

state of the metal does not affect the nature of catalytic dehydrocoupling of amine boranes. Only the 

relative rate of dehydrocoupling is affected. 

Table 2. Dehydrocoupling of amine boranes using tin catalysts. a 

 Cp*2SnCl2 Ph2SnCl2 SnCl2 

Substrate Conversion (%) Time (d) Conversion (%) Time (d) Conversion (%) Time (d) 

AB 100b 1  100b 1 100c ~ 18 h 

tBuNH2·BH3 95 5 93 4 84c 5 

DMAB 69 6 47 4 23 5 

a reaction conditions: at 65 °C, 10 mol% loading, Sn(IV) in C6D6, Sn(II) in THF-d8. 
b reaction in THF-d8. 

c 5 mol% loading. 

 

2.3. Transition metal complex catalyzed dehydrogenation of amine boranes 

2.3.1. Group 3 complexes 

After having published works on Mg and Ca complexes, Hill’s group further investigated DMAB 

dehydrogenation mediated by [Sc{N{SiMe3}2}3(THF)2] and Y[N(SiMe3)2]3 in 2010, for getting better 

insight into relationship between catalytic activity and cationic charge density and radius.[35] Full 

consumption of DMAB is observed in benzene at 60 °C after twelve hours when using 3 mol% of 

Y[N(SiMe3)2]3. The cyclic dimer [NMe2-BH2]2 is formed in 90% yield. In contrast, for Sc[N(SiMe3)2]3 

case, dehydrocoupling of DMAB occurs almost quantitatively in only one hour and selectively gives 

the same product. In both cases, 11B NMR spectra show ambiguous signals probability due to 

[NMe2BH2NMe2BH3]
- according to similar experiments using Mg and Ca complexes (see chapter 

2.2.2). To shed light on the dehydrocoupling mechanism of both group 3 complexes, a stoichiometric 

reaction between the Sc amide complex and four equivalents of DMAB was carried out and lead to a 

new pseudo-pyramidal Sc(III) complex that contains an amide ligand N(SiMe3)2 and two 

[NMe2BH2NMe2BH3]
- ligands that were formed by dehydrodimerization of two molecules of DMAB. 

The authors concluded that activity of metals is qualitatively ordered as Sc > Y > Mg > Ca. Meanwhile, 

these metals dehydrogenate DMAB in a similar mechanism. 

In 2013, Chen’s group presented an extremely active 1-methylboratabenzene yttrium alkyl catalyst for 

dehydrocoupling of DMAB after it was synthesized by their group.[40] The reported TOF value of 

yttrium complex (C5H5BMe)2YCH(SiMe3)2 (19) of up to 1000 h-1 in benzene solvent at 50 °C with 0.5 
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mol% loading is higher than for any other early transition metal catalysts. Over 99% of substrate was 

transformed into the cyclic dimer [NMe2-BH2]2. 
11B{1H} NMR spectra indicated that linear dimer 

BH3-NMe2-BH2-NHMe2 as intermediate arose during reaction and was gradually converted into 

[NMe2-BH2]2. Apart from that, a Lu complex bearing the same ligand (20) and boratabenzene Y (21) 

and Lu (22) alkyl complexes containing a more electron donating NMe2 group on boratabenzene 

(Figure 4) were also tested in this paper. All of them showed far less activity. Evidently, catalytic 

capability of rare-earth metal complexes is highly depended on the identity of ligands and metal ions. 

Systematic studies on structure-activity relationships are however rare.  

 

Figure 4. Rare-earth metal boratabenzene complexes for DMAB dehydrogenation. 

 

Rare-earth-metal hydrides [{(1,7-Me2TACD)LnH}4] (1,7-Me2(TACD)H2=1,7-dimethyl-1,4,7,10-tetra-

azacyclododecane, Ln=La, (23) Y (24)) (Figure 5) were shown to catalyze the dehydrogenation of 

secondary amine borane DMAB by Okuda, Maron and co-workers in 2013.[41] All DMAB 

dehydrogenation reactions were performed at 60 °C in THF and monitored by 11B NMR spectroscopy. 

It took Y hydride complex 48 hours to convert 95% of substrate into the cyclic dimer [NMe2-BH2]2 

(75%) and diamineborane (NMe2)2BH (25%). Most remarkably, complete transformation of the same 

substrate into products [NMe2-BH2]2 (79%) and (NMe2)2BH (21%) via La hydride complex is possible 

within only two hours. To better explore the dehydrogenation process, complex 23 was reacted with 

two, eight and twelve equivalents of DMAB, respectively and gave a series of structurally 

characterized intermediates which gave evidence for the coordination and activation modes of DMAB 

and intermediates for its dehydrogenation that were trapped in the coordination sphere of a rare-earth 

metal center. 

 

Figure 5. Rare-earth metal hydride complexes for DMAB dehydrogenation. 
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More recently, five examples of highly active Th and U metallocene complexes were explored for 

DMAB dehydrogenation by Erickson and Kiplinger (Scheme 4).[42] All complexes exhibited 

outstanding activity in benzene under the same conditions. At catalyst loading of 0.5 mol%, TOF 

values of up to 200 h-1 (complex 25) and 400 h-1 (complex 26) were observed. These values are among 

the highest for DMAB dehydrogenation catalysts and demonstrate similarities in catalytic activity 

between (1) Th versus U catalysts, (2) dialkyl versus hydride catalysts, or (3) U(III) versus U(IV) 

hydride catalysts. A mechanism for dehydrogenation of DMAB by the five complexes was proposed 

as well (Scheme 3).  

 

Scheme 4. Actinide complexes for the catalytic dehydrogenation of DMAB and proposed dehydrogenation cycle. 

 

2.3.2. Group 4 complexes 

A titanocene system was reported by Manners and co-workers for dehydrocoupling of DMAB after it 

was successfully put into dehydrocoupling of secondary silanes by Corey and co-workers.[43] The 

results showed that the titanocene complex generated in situ from Cp2TiCl2 (30) and nBuLi was 

suitable for dehydrogenative coupling reaction of DMAB (Scheme 5), or more sterically encumbered 

iPr2NH·BH3 in toluene with 2 mol% loading at 20 °C. Substrates were completely consumed and 

transformed into [BH2-NMe2]2 and diisopropylamino borane in four hours and one hour, respectively. 

Next, the catalytic capabilities of group 4 metallocene fragments [Cp2M] (M= Ti, Zr, Hf) and 

derivatives which were generally synthesized by Cp2MCl2 and nBuLi was tested. Also, (Cp2Ti(PMe3)2) 

(31) was investigated in the dehydrocoupling of DMAB and iPr2NH·BH3.
[44] From the collected 

catalytic data for using these group 4 complexes, phenomena were rationalized. First, decrease in 
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catalytic activity can be associated with descending the group. This was pointed out before by Chirik 

and co-workers as well in their report on titanocene and zirconocene catalyzed DMAB 

dehydrogenation, in which the TOF of a titanocene system was more than 430 h-1 at 23 °C. In contrast, 

TOF values for similar zirconocene complexes for substrate dehydrogenation were less than one under 

the same conditions.[45] Sterically demanding substituents have a negative effect on the 

dehydrogenation as well. Moreover, the secondary amine boranes neither react with Ti(0) nor Ti(III) 

complexes supporting the presence of a catalytically active Ti(II) complex. Analysis of 11B NMR 

spectra of catalytic reactions showed that DMAB is first transformed to linear dimeric BH3-NMe2-

BH2-NHMe2, and then converted into the cyclic dimer [BH2-NMe2]2 on the metal center, which was 

also reported by description of Weller and co-workers for DMAB dehydrocoupling using a 

[Rh(PCy3)2]
+ catalyst.[46] The catalytic cycle depicted in Scheme 5 was also computed by Luo and 

Ohno, however, the presence of the intermediate Cp2TiH2 was not confirmed experimentally.  

 

Scheme 5. Proposed catalytic cycle of DMAB dehydrogenation using titanocene. 

 

Titanocene and zirconocene alkyne complexes of the type Cp2M(L)(η2-Me3SiC2SiMe3) [Cp = η5-

cyclopentadienyl; M = Ti, no L (32); M = Zr, L = pyridine (33)][47] (Figure 6) and their derivatives 

were applied to dehydrogenation of DMAB by our group in 2011.[48] All reactions were conducted at 

24 °C in toluene with 2 mol% catalyst loading. Unlike the active species [Cp2M] in situ activated from 

Cp2MCl2 and nBuLi, metallocene complexes used by our group could dehydrogenate DMAB. Yields 

of hydrogen gas in 16 hours were 86% (M = Ti) and 42% (M = Zr). Sterically more demanding Cp* 

complexes were not active for dehydrogenation. Experimental phenomena observed here were similar 

to those reported by Manners. Additionally, two amide complexes Zr(NMe2)4 and Ti(NMe2)4 were 

employed with good hydrogen yields (86% and 87%). However, Ti(OiPr)4 and TiCl4 showed no 
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activity which indicates that the amido functionality plays a crucial role for the performance of the 

catalyst and how important a key group is to undergo insertion reaction to initiate the catalytic cycle. 

In a later report, dehydrogenation of HB was described using 2 mol% concentration of these 

complexes at 25 °C and 50 °C in THF.[11a] Among them, (iPrC5H4)2Ti(η2-Me3SiC2SiMe3) (34) showed 

the best performance and can completely decompose HB to H2 and N2 in 32 hours at 50 °C. Using an 

in situ synthesized titanocene hydrido complex (Cp*2TiF2/iBu2AlH) (Cp* = 

Pentamethylcyclopentadienyl) and dimeric zirconocene dihydride complex [rac-(ebthi)ZrH-(μ-H)]2 

(35) (ebthi = 1,2-ethylene-1,1’-bis(η5-tetrahydroindenyl)) also gave full conversion of HB and 

indicates that a metal hydride complex may play an important role as intermediate.[49] Nevertheless, 

there are drawbacks of these Ti and Zr complexes for HB dehydrogenation. First, they cannot 

selectively extract H2 from substrate, N2 is always liberated during dehydrogenation. Then, to date, 

regenerating spent HB is impossible. Last but not least, evolving H2 from these Ti and Zr catalyzed 

systems is too slow to be applicable.  

 

Figure 6. Group 4 metallocene complexes for dehydrogenation of amine boranes (anion portion of 36 and 37 are omitted). 

 

In 2013, two organometallic frustrated Lewis pairs systems (OFLP) [Cp′2ZrOC6H4P(tBu)2][B(C6F5)4] 

[Cp′ = Cp (36) or Cp* (37)] based on cationic zirconium Lewis acids with phosphorus bases were 

reported by Wass and co-workers (Figure 5).[50] Treatment of AB with 5 mol% of 36 and 37 in 

fluorobenzene at room temperature gave the main product linear polyaminoborane and trace amounts 

of borazine. Complex 36 is capable of dehydrogenating diisopropylamine borane under the same 

conditions resulting in a monomeric aminoborane after three hours with 100% conversion. It is 

noteworthy that DMAB can be 100% converted to the cyclic dimer [NMe2-BH2]2 using 1 mol% of 36 

within ten minutes, presenting exceptional activity (TOF is 600 h-1) among known group 4 catalysts. 

Its Hf analogue was also active for DMAB dehydrogenation (99% yield after one hour at 1 mol% 

loading). The mechanism proposed by the authors is shown in Scheme 6. 
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Scheme 6. Proposed catalytic cycle for amine borane dehydrogenation by zirconocene complexes. 

 

More recently, titanium analogues of Zr OFLPs were synthesized by our group for dehydrogenation of 

DMAB (Figure 7).[51] Two conditions were used: dehydrogenation of DMAB in toluene solvent at 

25 °C as well as dehydrogenation of a DMAB melts without additional solvent. Among these 

titanocene complexes, 38 has the highest activity under solvent-free conditions after 24 hours (TOF is 

43 h-1) and was stable enough to run long-term experiments by adding fresh substrate several times. 

Measurement of EPR spectroscopy under the best condition exhibited that paramagnetic Ti(III) species 

was present throughout the dehydrogenation process. These titanocene complexes also show that the 

sterically bulky substituents on phosphine moiety and cyclopentadienyl ligand have a significant 

negative effect on the catalytic activity.  

 

Figure 7. Titanocene complexes for dehydrogenation of DMAB. 

 

2.3.3. Group 6 complexes 

In 2014, two Mo complexes containing a p-terphenyl diphosphine ligand were presented by Agapie’s 

group, both of which were able to abstract more than one equivalent of hydrogen from AB (Scheme 

7).[52] Using the corresponding Mo(0) dinitrogen complex (42) (5 mol%) in diglyme at 70 °C, two 

equivalents of hydrogen were released in 6.5 hours, 2.5 equivalents were released in 15 hours. During 

the catalysis, complex 42 was transformed into a Mo(H)(NH2BH3) (43) intermediate via N-H 
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oxidative addition to the Mo center first, followed by formation of Mo(II) dihydride (44) through β-

elimination. Release of H2 and reaction with AB closes the catalytic cycle. Under the same conditions, 

Mo bis(acetonitrile) complex (45) could liberate two equivalents of H2 in 8.5 hours and its initial rate 

was significantly higher than that of 42. In the case of 45, it was initialized by B-H terminus to give a 

Mo(II) monohydride (46). Reaction of the monohydrido complex with AB results in a Mo(IV) 

trihydride (47) which could release hydrogen to yield a dihydrido complex containing a [NH2BH3] 

ligand (48). From this, [NH2BH2] is released to form polyborazylene and further hydrogen. It is easy to 

conclude that the Mo oxidation state significantly affects the efficacy of the dehydrogenation catalysis, 

which is also seen for Fe-based systems.[53] Dehydrogenation promoted by both catalysts was 

homogenous and free [NH2BH2] was trapped as intermediate. These well-defined systems supported 

by the p-terphenyl diphosphine ligand have been studied mechanistically and exhibit different reaction 

pathways as a function of metal oxidation state. A series of isolated Mo hydrides (MoII(H)2, [MoII(H)]+, 

and [MoIV(H)3]
+) were found to support catalysis for the dehydrogenation of AB during reaction by the 

authors. In addition to that, commercially available group 6 carbonyl complex Mo(CO)6 as well as 

Cr(CO)6, and W(CO)6 were put into dehydrocoupling of a series of primary and secondary amine 

boranes under photocatalytic conditions by Kawano and co-workers.[54] 

 

Scheme 7. Proposed mechanism for Mo(II) (right) and Mo(0) (left) catalyzed AB dehydrogenation. 

 

2.3.4. Group 7 complexes 

In 2017, a new neutral N-heterocyclic phosphenium (NHP) complex of manganese (49) was 

synthesized and characterized by Gudat and co-workers (Scheme 8).[55] The authors first postulated 

that in a reaction with AB the manganese phosphenium complex may bind the H+/H- pair to the Mn-P 

double bond in one-step, however they observed that the complex catalyzed dehydrogenation of AB. 
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The results showed that 2.5 mol% NHP ligated Mn complex could completely consume AB (> 99%) 

within 24 hours with borazine and condensed borazine oligomer being formed when reacting at 50 °C 

in THF/toluene (2:1) solution. After 30 hours, the catalytic process was stopped, 1.7 equivalents of 

hydrogen were evolved and three dehydrocoupling products, borazine cyclotriborazane (CTB), and 

polyborazylene were found. During the reaction, [NH2=BH2] was trapped using cyclohexene and the 

hydroborated product was observed as intermediate by 11B{1H} NMR spectroscopy. There are two 

reasonable pathways which, based on experimental and computational results, can explain the catalytic 

cycle. In the first pathway, the catalyst displays metal-ligand cooperativity, transferring proton and 

hydride to Mn and P individually. In the other pathway, hydride and proton are transferred to the P and 

N atoms in a ligand-centered reaction where Mn only plays a role as a stabilizing substituent (Scheme 

8, R = Dipp). According to experimental findings, the second pathway was preferred.  

 

 Scheme 8. Calculated pathways for the catalytic dehydrogenation of AB with Gudat’s Mn complex. 

 

In 2018, Kays and co-workers published their work on dehydrogenation of DMAB using two- and 

three-coordinate manganese m-terphenyl complexes as precatalysts (Figure 8).[56] All three precatalysts 

(5 mol%) can consume over 90% of substrate at 60 °C. In addition, dehydrocoupling of DMAB 

catalyzed by complex 50 and 51 proceeds via homogenous catalysis, however, the same reaction 

mediated by complex 52 is heterogeneous catalysis. The authors proposed this difference result from 

steric differences of the ligands, thus giving different stabilities of the Mn(0) catalyst under reaction 

conditions.  

A manganese catalyst analogous to the Fe complex published by Manners’ group
[57]

 was also explored 

for dehydrocoupling reaction of various amine boranes under photoirradiation by Kawano and co-

workers.[58] [CpV(CO)4] and [(η6-C6H6)Cr(CO)3] were employed for dehydrocoupling of AB, primary 

and secondary amine boranes under the same conditions in this report as well. 
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Figure 8. Manganese precatalysts for dehydrogenation of DMAB. 

 

Since rhenium complexes are useful for catalytic C-H activation and amine boranes are isoelectronic 

to alkanes,[59] Berke and Jiang presented their work on hydrogen transfer using the Re complex 

[ReBr2(NO)(PR3)2L] (R = iPr, L = H2 (53), CH3CN (54) and ethylene (55); R = cyclohexyl, L = H2 

(56), CH3CN (57) and ethylene (58)) as catalyst and DMAB as hydrogen source.[60] All reactions were 

carried out in dioxane at 85 °C with catalytic amounts of the Re complex (1 mol%). The conversions 

of DMAB in reactions mediated by different Re complexes were higher than 88% and only cyclic 

dimer [NMe2BH2]2 formed as BN-product. Hydrogen thus produced by the Re catalyst can be directly 

transferred to alkenes to give alkanes. A mechanistic cycle of transfer hydrogenation was postulated 

by the authors and is shown in Scheme 9. 

 

Scheme 9. Hydrogen generation (A) and transfer hydrogenation using a Re catalyst (B). 

 

Additionally, several five-coordinate Re hydride complexes [ReBr(H)(NO)(PR3)2] (53, 56) were 

applied for dehydrocoupling of DMAB and transfer hydrogenation of olefins by Berke, Jiang and co-

workers.[61] These five-coordinate Re complexes and the corresponding NHC ligated Re complexes 
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were suitable catalysts with higher TOF (R = cyclohexyl, TOF = 77 and 100 h-1, respectively) 

compared with their former report (TOF = 24 h-1). After catalysis, the corresponding Re dihydrogen 

hydride complexes were observed as the only remaining organometallic species. 

 

2.3.5. Group 8 complexes 

In 2014, Guan and co-workers presented three Fe pincer complexes bearing a POCOP ligand, [2,6-

(iPr2PO)2C6H3]Fe(PMe3)2H (59), [2,6-(iPr2PO)2C6H3]Fe(PMe2Ph)2H (60) and [2,6-(iPr2PO)2-4-

(MeO)-C6H2]Fe(PMe2Ph)2H (61).[62] All three Fe complexes showed extraordinary catalytic activity 

releasing 2.3 to 2.5 equivalents of hydrogen from AB (1.0 M solution in 1:4 THF/diglyme) at 60 °C 

within 24 hours. Among the three catalysts, complex 61 performed best in terms of rate and degree of 

hydrogen evolution. Measurement of the kinetic isotopic effect (KIE) for this best iron pincer catalyst 

suggested that proton and hydride should be transferred from substrate to catalyst simultaneously. 

Other details were confirmed as well, such as the presence of [NH2=BH2] during reaction and the fact 

that some substrate may be dehydrogenated via significantly slower cross coupling. Also, the rate that 

iron catalyst consumes AB was partially determined by catalyst deactivation. A proposed catalytic 

cycle is depicted in Scheme 10. In our group we have tested one of Guan’s complexes 60 for HB 

dehydrogenation and found that the complex was not suitable for HB dehydrogenation.[63] 

 

Scheme 10. Proposedd AB dehydrogenation mechanism promoted by a POCOP Fe complex. 

 

In 2007, Fe complex FeH(CH2PMe2)(PMe3)3 (62) was mentioned by Baker’s group in the Supporting 

Information of a paper introducing Ni(NHC)2 complex for AB dehydrogenation.[64] The iron complex 
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only had a moderate AB dehydrogenation ability in THF at 20 °C after four days reaction time and the 

conversion could not reach 100%. The iron complex then was also applied for further exploring what 

structures forms during the second dehydrogenation step in amine borane dehydrocoupling.[65] It 

should be highly emphasized that except from formation of insoluble polyaminoboranes and 

polyborazylene, a soluble B-N-intermediate, the tetrameric B-(cyclotriborazanyl)amine borane can be 

formed as well and has in fact been isolated and characterized completely for the first time during 

formation of borazine derivatives and B-N cross-linked oligomers. Baker’s group then tested four 

different amino and phosphine supported Fe dehydrogenation catalysts,[53] namely a three-coordinate 

Fe(PCy3)[N(SiMe3)2]2 (63), four-coordinate Fe(DEPE)[N(SiMe3)2]2 (DEPE = 1,2-

bis(diethylphosphino)ethane (64), a Fe complex coordinated with bidentate PP/NN ligands (65) and its 

PN analog (66). For complexes 63, 64 and 66, the amount of hydrogen released from AB was up to 1.7, 

1.2 and 1.5 equivalents, respectively (Figure 9) and the B-N products formed were mixtures of 

polyaminoboranes and highly dehydrogenated products such as borazine and polyborazylene. By 

contrast, complex 65 only promoted release of one equivalent of hydrogen and linear 

polyaminoboranes were obtained, which according to the authors, made 65 suitable for rapid and 

selective polymerization of amine boranes. Besides, based on the observation of B-N bond formation 

in complex 65, they also find that if these complexes are able to compare with other outstanding 

catalysts, the basicity at N atom in bifunctional catalysts needs to be controllable. Although complexes 

63–66 were useful for dehydrogenation, identification of the catalytically active species was not 

possible in each case, these complexes more likely should be regarded as precatalysts that react with 

AB to form the catalytically active species. 

 

Figure 9. Fe based dehydrogenation catalysts reported by Baker and co-workers. 

 

In 2015, (PNP)Fe(CO)(H) (PNP = N(CH2CH2PiPr2)2) (67) was applied for dehydrogenation of AB at 

room temperature in THF by Schneider and co-workers.[66] This well-defined base metal complex was 

an extraordinary catalyst and gave a high TON for AB dehydrogenation, which could even be tripled 

when adding NEt3, which captured the catalyst poison BH3. Even when using a catalyst loading as less 
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as 0.5 mol%, AB could be fully converted (TON = 200) (Scheme 11). The 11B MQMAS NMR 

spectrum of the dehydrogenated residue suggested a polyaminoborane structure close to that of the 

material produced by a similar Ru complex.[67] Taken all information together, the authors proposed a 

catalytic cycle for dehydrogenation that resembles that for the Ru complex. Based on direct and 

indirect evidence from experiments and computation, the authors suggest that polymerization occurs at 

the Fe center and the free borane as poison leads to diaminoborane rearrangement.  

 

Scheme 11. Proposed mechanism for AB dehydrogenation by Schneider and co-workers. 

 

Later, our group showed that complex 4 can serve as a precatalyst for formation of high molecular 

weight poly(methylaminoborane) by dehydropolymerization of MAB. Release of BH3 from the 

precatalyst generates a Fe dihydride species (68) which was observed spectroscopically and most 

likely represents the resting state of the catalyst. Release of H2 from this species forms an intermediate 

in which the aminoborane [MeNH=BH2] is coordinated (Scheme 12, R = Me). After elimination of 

this, formation of the polymer takes place, probably in an off-metal process with some involvement of 

the Fe center. This Fe complex 4 was employed to dehydrogenate HB under the same conditions by 

our group too,[68] and as found before for AB, complex 67 displayed a high activity and it took 30 

minutes to evolve the first equivalent of hydrogen and a maximum of approximately 2.6 equivalents of 

hydrogen can be extracted along with formation of a thermally unstable hydrogen deficient B-N 

material. Air sensitivity and thermal instability of highly dehydrogenated HB residues was reported 

before by Demirci.[69] Additionally, it was confirmed by our group once more that free hydrogen could 

reversibly bind to 67 just as Beller’s group and Guan’s group mentioned in the field of hydrogen 

transfer[20c, 70] and finally return to catalytically active 68 (Scheme 12, R = NH2).  
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Scheme 12. Presumed catalytic cycle given by our group for HB dehydrogenation. 

 

In 2011, Manners and co-workers found that the commercially available Fe complex [{CpFe(CO)2}2] 

(69) is suitable for catalytic dehydrogenation and dehydrocoupling reactions of ammonia borane, 

primary amine boranes and secondary amine boranes.[57] It is noteworthy that this Fe complex was the 

first efficient system working for the these purposes (the Fe complex reported by Baker et al.
[64]

 is just 

briefly introduced in Supporting Information and cannot fully convert the substrate) and must be 

activated by photolysis. Published data on reactions of different amine boranes with the Fe complex is 

summarized in Table 3. It is known that the dimeric Fe catalyst undergoes CO loss and is thus cleaved 

to afford mononuclear species under photolysis conditions which then generate several coordinatively 

unsaturated, catalytically active species during the catalytic process.[71] As a consequence, the 

catalytically active form could not be identified by the authors. 

Table 3. Products of dehydrogenation of different amine boranes using 69. 

Substrate Product 1 Time (h) Yield (%) Product 2 Time (h) Yield (%) 

DMAB 
 

4 100 - - - 

MAB 

 

3 90 

 

13 60  

AB 

 

1 65 

 

1 5 

3 62 3 35 

reaction conditions: in THF, 20 °C, photolysis, 5 mol% catalyst loading. 
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Later, the same group showed how the dinuclear precatalyst 69 mediates the dehydrogenation of 

DMAB. Apart from this, a Fe mononuclear catalyst CpFe(CO)2I (70) and another Fe catalyst 

Cp2Fe2(CO)3(MeCN) (71) (Figure 10) which is formed by irradiation of 70 in MeCN were also 

employed. The authors showed that complexes 70 and 71 operate as heterogeneous catalysts, forming 

Fe nanoparticles (NPs, d ≤ 10 nm) through loss of CO under UV light. These species dehydrogenate 

DMAB to form [Me2N=BH2], which is finally cyclized to give the dimer [Me2N-BH2]2. In contrast, 70 

dissociated an iodide ligand and then took part in dehydrogenation and dehydrocoupling as 

homogenous catalyst under the same conditions. In this case, DMAB is first dehydrocoupled to give 

the linear dimer as a key intermediate, and then forms [Me2N−BH2]2 as well at the second stage with 

release of hydrogen. Experimental and computational studies showed that the catalytic cyclization 

involves amine borane ligated [CpFe(CO)]+ as a key intermediate (Scheme 13).  

 

Figure 10. Fe catalysts employed by Manners and co-workers. 

 

 

Scheme 13. Possible catalytic cycle of two-stage DMAB dehydrocoupling using complex 70. 
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In 2013, Morris and Sonnenberg first reported on a Fe NP heterogeneous catalytic system for 

dehydrogenation of AB,[72] (the aforementioned Fe heterogeneous catalytic system reported by 

Manners et al. was described earlier, however the authors did not identify the active form of the 

catalyst at that time[57]) inspired by their earlier hydrogenation and transfer hydrogenation work on a 

catalytic systems originating from [Fe(MeCN)(L)(PNNP)][BF4]2 (L = MeCN or CO and PNNP = 

(PPh2C6H4CH=NCHR-)2 and Ru(PN).[73] It turned out that using complex 75 (Figure 11) release of one 

equivalent of hydrogen needs less than a minute and up to 1.83 equivalents of hydrogen can be formed 

within one hour under the optimized conditions (i.e. THF, 22 °C, KOtBu as base). First generation Fe 

complexes are converted to Fe NPs (d ≈ 4 nm) at the beginning and are coated in and stabilized by the 

PNNP ligand. They also found that reactive B-N intermediates may bind to the active sites of Fe NPs 

during dehydrogenation of AB which leads to catalyst deactivation. This could explain the 

phenomenon that hydrogen evolution starts with a high initial rate (maximum TOF is up to 3.66 s-1) 

and apparently slows down over time. Steric and electronic changes at the Fe catalyst had little effect 

on the catalytic activity of the system. Different from the first generation, the second generation 

Morris’ catalyst is much less active than the complexes 72-75 and acts as a homogenous catalyst. 

Experimental results indicated that Fe NPs probably generated during catalysis, but they did not 

explain why the dehydrogenation mechanisms of first and second generation catalysts are different.[72, 

74]  

 

Figure 11. Morris’ precatalyst for AB dehydrogenation. 

 

Apart from these complexes, other Fe complexes were reported by different groups as candidates for 

the dehydrogenation and dehydrocoupling of amine boranes in recent years, a selection is shown in 

Figure 12.[75] 
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Figure 12. Iron catalysts for dehydrogenation and dehydrocoupling published in recent years. 

 

In 2009, Schneider and co-workers presented a Ru(II)pincer amido complex (PNP)Ru(H)(PMe3) (77) 

(PNP = N(CH2CH2PiPr2)2) which could reversibly bind and release hydrogen and thus be transformed 

between amino, amido and enamido forms via heterolytic H2 activation reactions (Scheme 14).[67] The 

authors found that the Ru catalyst had an extraordinary performance on dehydrogenating AB in THF 

at 25 °C, catalyst loading of 0.1 mol% and 0.01 mol% producing slightly more than one equivalent and 

0.83 equivalent of hydrogen, respectively. The data of dehydrogenated AB characterized by powder 

X-ray diffraction, IR, 11B NMR-MAS showed the presence of linear oligomer (BH2-NH2)n. In addition 

to that, trace amounts of borazine were formed in solution which explains the H2 yield being slightly 

above one equivalent. The mechanism of dehydrogenation was deeper analyzed by determination of 

KIEs. The KIE values using a catalyst loading of 0.1 mol% were 2.1 (H3N·BD3), 5.2 (D3N·BH3) and 

8.1 (D3N·BD3). These results indicated that a concerted N-H and B-H bond activation at metal center 

and ligand was the rate-determining step. Later, the same authors reported on DMAB dehydrocoupling 

using the same Ru amido complex 77 and Ru amino complex (PNHP)Ru(H)2(PMe3) (78) (PNHP = 

HN(CH2CH2PiPr2)2).
[76] Aminoborane cyclodimerization (i.e. the dehydrogenation and B-N coupling 

process) was found to be on-metal. Additionally, a stable deactivated PNP Ru complex showing a 

four-membered Ru-N-B-H metallacycle was found which gave valuable suggestions for further 

catalyst design. In 2013, Schneider and co-workers presented a mechanistic study of amine borane 

dehydrogenation using 78 which involves metal-ligand cooperation.[77] For drawing the conclusion, 

experimental KIE (H3N·BD3, D3N·BH3 and D3N·BD3) were determined and computational studies of 

the Ru amido complex and Ru amine complex (PNMeP)Ru(H)2(PMe3) (79) (PNMeP = 
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MeN(CH2CH2PiPr2)2) were performed. NMR spectroscopy was also employed to analyze the 

mechanism of dehydrogenation by complex 78 by reacting with amine boranes that do not possess 

hydrogen at the B or N terminus (i.e. R3B·NH3 or H3B·NR3). Cyclohexene was employed to trap the 

intermediate aminoborane [NH2=BH2] probably existing during dehydrogenation. Through experiment 

and computation, it was found that if hydroboration or borazine formation are not kinetically 

competitive with metal-promoted B−N coupling, then Cy2B-NH2 will not be observed, even if free 

amino borane is formed transiently. Polymers formed by B-N coupling were filtered and characterized 

by 11B solid-state NMR. Compared to a previously published model differences between their 

experimental and computational results and theoretical studies were shown and it was pointed out that 

the two subcycles of release of [NH2=BH2] and subsequent polymerization of it were facilitated by N-

H activation of substrate which made the B-N coupling process different from that of Brookhart’s Ir 

catalyst and Baker’s Ni(NHC)2 catalyst.[78] 

 

Scheme 14. Proposed mechanistic cycle for AB dehydrocoupling using complex 78. 

 

Similarly, as Schneider and his group, Fagnou and co-workers, followed the strategy of cooperative 

amino ligands which was introduced by Noyori et al. for the hydrogenation and transfer hydrogenation 

of polar double bonds.[79] In this context, Fagnou also presented an extraordinary Ru catalyst.[73c] AB, 

MAB and mixtures thereof were dehydrogenated by Ru(II) complexes (PN)2RuCl2 (PN = 

R2PCH2CH2NH2, R = iPr (80), tBu (81), Ph (82)) (Scheme 15) which were bifunctional undergoing 

reversible chemical transformation in the catalytic cycle. It was interesting that when catalyzed by 0.03 

mol% loading of Ru complex containing isopropyl backbone, one equivalent of hydrogen was evolved 

from AB within only five minutes at room temperature, two equivalents of hydrogen were evolved 

from MAB by 0.5 mol% loading in less than ten minutes at 22 °C, and it only took ten seconds to 

release the first equivalent of hydrogen. After blended, as much as 3.6 system wt% hydrogen was 

produced from a mixture of AB and MAB within one hour with 0.1 mol% Ru loading. The Ru 

complex which had good dehydrogenation capability was also found to shuttle hydrogen and transfer it 
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to ketones and imines very well with a relatively high yield. A DFT supported mechanism of the AB 

dehydrogenation process is shown in Scheme 15 and involves cooperation between an amino and a Ru 

hydride moiety. Information about the structure of dehydrogenated AB, MAB and of mixtures thereof 

was not given. This is noteworthy, as most likely in the case of AB, a linear polymer was formed 

(release of one equivalent of H2) whereas for MAB borazines must be present (release of up to two 

equivalents of H2).  

 

Scheme 15. Presumed steps for AB dehydrogenation part of transfer hydrogenation from DFT calculation (left). Precatalysts 

for dehydrogenation (right). 

 

In 2010, Shvo’s complex 83 was presented as catalyst  in the field of AB dehydrogenation by Conley 

and Williams.[80] It was highlighted that the reaction system consisting of diglyme, benzene and a 

catalytic amount of ethanol at 70 °C with 2.5 to 10 mol% catalyst loading was productive for 

dehydrogenation of AB and promoted release of two equivalents of hydrogen from the substrate which 

made it the second example of a homogeneous transition metal catalyst that can liberate over one 

equivalent of hydrogen from AB. The authors assumed a metal-ligand cooperative dehydrogenation 

cycle, based on 1H and 11B NMR spectroscopy (Scheme 16, left cycle), and classified the cycle into 

three regimes, all of which were explained particularly. The only product that remained after hydrogen 

release was borazine. 
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Scheme 16. Proposed mechanism of AB dehydrogenation catalyzed by Shvo’s complex. 

 

Two years later, Williams and co-workers further discussed the reaction mechanism and provided 

evidence for catalyst deactivation (Scheme 16, right cycle).[81] When investigating the details of 

catalytic rate change from fast to slow, they figured out that the highly dehydrogenated product 

borazine had negative impact on the catalytic rate by hydroborating intermediate 84 to give the 

deactivated complex 85 which represents an O-borylated form of the precatalyst. In addition to that, 

the authors confirmed that free ammonia which is known to modulate the reactivity of Shvo’s reaction 

system originating from ammonia borane dissociation could also deactivate the catalyst by NH3 

ligation to it. However, a much more interesting phenomenon was observed during finding the effect 

the NH3 had on the catalyst. Although complex 86 catalyzed (with NH3) dehydrogenation of AB was 

slower than that of 83, the reaction of 86 maintained its fast kinetic regime longer than that of 83. The 

phenomenon appeared as well when adding 1,10-phenanthroline to a complex 84 catalyzed 

dehydrogenation system. The authors presumed that the ligand should reversibly associate and 

dissociate to the open site of 84, which made the fast cycle of catalysis much more competitive 

compared to the cycle involving hydroboration that deactivates complex 84 (Scheme 17).[82] 
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Scheme 17. Catalysis involving competition between phenanthroline and borazine. 

 

According to these experimental results, Williams and co-workers later presented another study on 

accelerating dehydrogenation of AB by nitrogen containing ligands.[83] They compared the 

dehydrogenation performance of monomeric Ru complexes which are similar to Shvo’s catalyst with 

two nitrogen containing ligands, 1,10-phenanthroline and p-substituted pyridine (Figure 13, 87-89). It 

turned out that monodentate p-substituted pyridine, especially CF3 substituted, ligating to Ru center 

can accelerate AB dehydrogenation compared to Shvo’s complex. This phenomenon was termed 

as ″semi-site″ protection strategy by the authors.[84] For bidentate nitrogen ligands like 1,10-

phenanthroline, 2,2′-dipyridine and tetramethylethylenediamine, the same result corresponded to a 

totally different reason, namely replacement of the tetraphenylcyclopentadienone by the bidentate N-

donor ligand and formation of a comparably more reactive ruthenium species. 

 

Figure 13. Shvo-type dehydrogenation catalyst (left). A Ru catalyst with bidentate N-donor ligand that almost fully 

dehydrogenates AB (right). 

 

As another improvement of these Ru systems for AB dehydrogenation, Williams and co-workers later 

presented the catalyst (phen)Ru(OAc)2(CO)2 (phen = 1,10-phenanthroline) (Figure 13, 90)[85] based on 

the aforementioned ″semi-site″ protection strategy. When 1 mol% complex was used for 

dehydrogenation at 70 °C in diglyme, 2.7 equivalents of hydrogen could be liberated from AB. To date, 

only a handful of catalysts can reach a similar level, but not all of them like this complex 90 are water 
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and air stable. It was also demonstrated that the Ru complex not only can form H2 from AB, but also 

release H2 from the substrate that already evolved one equivalent of hydrogen. 

A different approach was used by the Williams group for designing a highly robust Ru catalyst for AB 

dehydrogenation.
[86]

 The catalyst showed an extraordinary performance with release of more than two 

equivalents of hydrogen (two equivalents in the first four hours, in total 2.2 equivalents) from AB with 

0.1 mol% catalyst loading at 70 °C under air and in the presence of water. Additionally, the system 

was remarkably reusable and long-lived (TON > 5000). According to experimental data, it at least 

successively reacted with AB and recharging it three times in a single reactor gave similar rates for 

hydrogen evolution and release of 2.2, 2.1, 2.3 and 2.2 equivalents of hydrogen, respectively, was 

observed. Additionally, the authors showed that the linking group of ruthenium bis(pyridyl)borate 

complexes between Ru and the pendant boron atom has an influence on the rate of AB consumption as 

dehydrogenation with a complex possessing a trifluoroacetate group showed only half the rate of a 

similar OH bridged catalyst (Figure 14). The dehydrogenation products other than H2 were borazine 

and polyborazylene. The mechanism was later theoretically analyzed by Paul and co-workers.[87] 

 

Figure 14. Ru bis(pyridyl)borate complex with different linker groups. 

 

Based on previous observations that the Os complex OsH(CO)(SH)(PiPr3)2 (94) could promote 

heterolytic B-H activation of pinacolborane, catecholborane and diborane 9-borabicyclo[3.5.1]nonane 

(9–BBN) dimer to afford dihydrogen borylthiolate complexes,[88] Fernández, Oñate and co-workers 

reported dehydrogenation of amine boranes using this five-coordinate Os complex (Scheme 18).[89]  

 

Scheme 18. Formation of Os aminoborane complexes during AB dehydrogenation. 

 

The first Os amine borane dehydrogenation catalyst has a relatively good activity as it can promote 

release of one equivalent of hydrogen from AB and DMAB with TOF values at 50% conversion 

(TOF50%) of 43 and 7 h−1, respectively, in THF at 31 °C. Interestingly, except for hydrogen releasing, 
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the complex was able to capture aminoborane dehydrogenation products as well, forming a 

hydrogenaminothioborate complex. The complex is stable enough to persist in the amine borane 

solution without hydrogen evolution. The phenomenon that catalysis works and does not halt during 

reaction was interpreted by the authors as a consequence of a fast reaction between the metal center 

and the amine borane substrates. Compared to that, coordination of amine borane dehydrogenation 

products should be much slower. 

Esteruelas and co-workers described dehydrogenation of AB using an osmium dihydride complex 95 

and analyzed the kinetics and the mechanism of the dehydrogenation process.[90] This Os complex 

afforded one equivalent of hydrogen from AB with a TOF of 46 h-1 at 50% conversion in THF under a 

constant atmospheric pressure at 31 °C. After variation of reaction conditions in terms of temperature, 

concentration of substrate and Os complex, the authors postulated that the catalytic cycle starts with 

formation of a vacant site at Os via dissociation of the alkene ligand from complex 95. AB coordinates 

to the free site of the metal center via the B-H bond and hydrogen is liberated through concerted N-H 

and B-H activation (Scheme 19). Distinct from outer and inner sphere pathway, the catalytic reaction 

experiences a hydride pathway without any change in the metal oxidation state or ligand assistance. 

 

Scheme 19. Catalytic cycle for AB dehydrogenation promoted by Os catalyst. 
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2.3.6. Group 9 complexes 

The research group of Waterman reported two Co complexes that can dehydrogenate AB and directly 

transfer hydrogen from AB to alkynes and alkenes without hydrogen gas release.[91] In their 

contribution, they selected two Co complexes as catalysts, Cp’Co(CO)I2 (Cp’ = Cp (96), Cp’ = Cp* 

(97)). Both catalysts fully convert all AB substrate at 65 °C in THF. Even when reactions were carried 

out under aerobic condition, the volume of H2 evolved during catalysis was close to two equivalents 

per equivalent of AB, giving an average TON of 1924 and a TOF of 496 h−1. Upon addition of an 

excess of water, dehydrogenation of AB stopped. The authors also found that if hydrogen is released in 

an open vessel (air or N2), polyborazylene was much favored over borazine and the time needed for 

full conversion of AB was significantly shorter than that in a sealed tube under reducing atmosphere. 

This demonstrates inhibition of catalysis by hydrogen. The entire process was found to be 

homogenous, and the catalyst is stable even with low catalyst loading (0.1 mol%). NMR spectroscopy 

showed no evidence for loss of a Cp ligand. 

 

Scheme 20. AB dehydrogenation using a Co(III) catalyst. 

 

Peters and Lin reported a Co complex (98),[92] ligated to a PBP pincer system synthesized by Nozaki,[93] 

and employed this for dehydrogenation of DMAB. To further understand what structures the (PBP)Co 

complex may have during hydrogen activation reaction, compound 98 was exposed to one atmosphere 

of hydrogen in toluene-d8 at 25 °C and the mixture was analyzed by multinuclear NMR spectroscopy, 

giving characteristic resonances, including 31P (138.2 ppm), 11B (47.1ppm) and 1H (-6.5 ppm, broad 

hydridic resonance). The Co dinitrogen complex could quantitatively convert to a Co dihydridoborato 

dihydride (99). Formation of alternative possible Co hydride species was excluded by the authors. 

Apart from that, reversible uptake and release of two equivalents of hydrogen to a single Co center is 

an attractive unique characteristic, also shown by Heinekey, Goldberg and co-workers.[94] Upon 

reaction with DMAB in a 1:2 stoichiometry, the Co complex 98 quantitatively transforms to a 

tetrahydridoborate Co complex (100), both species could promote hydrogen liberation in six hours in 

benzene at room temperature under N2 atmosphere. It was pointed out that the unusual character of the 
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presented system contributed to the ability of the cobalt-boryl fragment to bind and release hydrogen 

atoms by forming cobalt−boryl (98), −dihydridoborate (99), and −hydridoborane (100) species 

(Scheme 21, above). 

 

Scheme 21. (PBP)Co complexes react with hydrogen and DMAB (above). DFT calculation elucidated DMAB 

dehydrogenation with a (PBP)Co complex (below). 

 

Full computational analysis of the process was performed by Paul and co-workers.[95] They conclude 

that the active intermediate existing during catalysis is the (PBP)Co dihydride complex (101) shown in 

Scheme 21, below. 

In 2017, two Co complexes bearing a tetradentate P3E (E = N (102-N), P (102-P)) ligand were 

reported for AB dehydrogenation by Rossin, Shubina and co-workers.[96] Both ligands containing 

nitrogen and phosphorus are more flexible than that of carbon and can enhance the basicity of the 

metal center at the same time. The reaction catalyzed by complex 102-N requires 48 hours for release 

of two equivalents of hydrogen at 55 °C in THF; borazine is the residue of dehydrogenation. In 

contrast, reacting under the same conditions, one equivalent of hydrogen was released with complex 

102-P as the catalyst and long chain poly(aminoboranes) were detected after reaction. Due to its better 
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catalytic capability, KIE values were determined using complex 102-P. The parameters of H3N·BD3, 

D3N·BH3 and D3N·BD3 were 2.2, 2.2 and 4.5, respectively, which inferred that both B-H and N-H 

activation take place simultaneously as part of the rate-determining step after preliminary AB 

coordination to the Co center. The authors also demonstrated that [H2B=NH2] is the intermediate by 

adding cyclohexene to the system to form Cy2B-NH2, which was detected by 11B{1H} spectroscopy. In 

contrast, when performing the same trapping experiment with complex 102-P, the intermediate was 

not observed, because no [H2N=BH2] formation takes place, and the process is better described as a 

sequential BH3/NH3 group insertion into the initially formed [Co]−NH2BH3 amidoborane complex 

(Scheme 22). 

 

Scheme 22. Postulated catalytic AB dehydrogenation cycle of complex 102-N (above) and 102-P (below). 

 

In 2003, inspired by formation of B-P bonds by dehydrocoupling of primary and secondary phosphine 

borane adducts using late transition metal catalysts,[97] Manners and co-workers for the first time 

presented a series of dehydrocoupling reactions of amine borane adducts with different transition 

metal catalysts.[98] Products of dehydrocoupling reactions were characterized in detail. [Rh(1,5-

COD)(μ-Cl)]2 (COD = 1,5-cyclooctadiene) was employed as the precatalyst for dehydrocoupling of 

various primary and secondary amine boranes as well as linear dimer aminoboranes. In a later paper, 

Manners et al. investigated the nature of the catalytically active species and found that heterogeneous 
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Ru NPs are responsible for catalytic activity.[99] The authors point out that the use of transition metal 

catalysts could allow for dehydrocoupling of amine boranes under milder conditions and overcome the 

disadvantage of thermal routines that require heating to 100 °C or higher. The structure of final BN 

products differed with the amine borane used [Scheme 23 (1 - 4)]. These results paved the way for the 

entire area of research concerning transition metal catalyzed dehydrogenation and dehydrocoupling of 

amine boranes.  

 

Scheme 23. Catalytic dehydrocoupling of secondary amine boranes (1), secondary amine boranes with bulky substituents (2), 

linear amine borane dimers (3) and primary amine boranes using heterogeneous Rh catalysts (4) 

 

Enlighted by an example that the Rh(Xanphos)+ fragment (103) (Xantphos = 4,5-

bis(diphenylphosphino)-9,9-dimethylxanthene) can perform homocoupling of Me3N·BH3 to form B-B 

bonds,[100] Weller, Manners and co-workers studied the dehydropolymerization process of MAB with 

respect to stoichiometric and catalytic reactivity using the same Rh fragment (Scheme 24). More 

information about the catalytic cycle and interactions between the metal center Rh and substrate were 

collected by reacting with DMAB, Me3N·BH3 and iPr2N=BH2.
[101] When using 0.2 mol% Rh catalyst, 

the dehydrogenated products from substrates DMAB and MAB were dimeric [H2B=NMe2]2 and 

polymethylaminoborane (Mn = 22700 g/mol, PDI = 2.1), respectively. The authors showed that all the 

catalytic, stoichiometric and kinetic data point to the presence of similar mechanisms for both 

substrates, in which a key step was the generation of the active catalyst, postulated to be a Rh 
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amidoborane complex that reversibly binds the amine borane substrate. The mechanism is only 

divergent in that the B-N bond formation, resulting in chain growth is more favored for MAB 

compared to DMAB, thus giving a polymer for MAB.  

 

Scheme 24. Suggested mechanistic cycle and intermediates for the dehydrocoupling of DMAB and the 

dehydropolymerization of MAB. 

 

Baker, Dixon and co-workers discussed earlier whether the free transient aminoboranes such as 

MeHN=BH2 and Me2N=BH2 which form by dehydrogenation and may be the most important 

intermediate could still strongly bind to a metal center and then rapidly insert aminoboranes into the 

growing polymer chain. Otherwise, if the intermediate does not coordinate to the metal center borazine 

would form via trimerization (Scheme 25).[102] These free aminoboranes can be trapped by 

hydroboration of cyclohexene and thus form Cy2B-NH2. According to Weller, it should however be 

noted that if the formation of hydroborated product or borazine were not kinetically competitive with 

metal-promoted B-N coupling, even if free aminoboranes appeared transiently, Cy2B-NH2 would not 

be observed. The trapping experiment using cyclohexene is in this case not suitable to verify the 

presence of a free aminoborane. They also figured out how to control the molecular weight of the 

polymer. Hydrogen was presumed to act as a chain-transfer reagent and low-molecular-weight 

polymers were formed in closed systems. On the contrary, THF retarded chain transfer, so that, longer 

polymer chains were obtained.  
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Scheme 25. Proposed ways for dehydropolymerizaion of MAB (top) and dehydrocoupling of DMAB (bottom). 

 

In 2008, Weller and co-workers discussed previously published studies and pointed out that sigma 

complexes of amine boranes should be present in the reactions with transition metal complexes.[103] 

However, such intermediates involved are elusive at that time.[103a, 104] They presented a rhodium 

complex that can be applied for both dehydrocoupling and dehydrogenation. DMAB could be 

dehydrogenated in moderate rate in an open system under argon (TON = 34 h-1, 5 mol% loading, 298 

K, 100% conversion) and produced cyclic dimer [H2BNMe2]2. Most importantly, two Rh(I) and Rh(III) 

σ amine borane complexes of H3B·NMe2R (104-2-a and 104-1-b), and a σ-complex of a cyclic 

aminoborane [Rh(PiBu3)2{η
2-(H2BNMe2)2}][BArF

4] (104-2-c) were observed by means of NMR 

spectroscopy and X-ray analysis (Scheme 26). 

 

Scheme 26. Synthesis of new amine borane σ-complexes ([BArF
4] not show). 
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In 2006, Goldberg, Heinekey and co-workers reported on the dehydrogenation reaction of AB 

mediated by (POCOP)Ir(H)2 (1) (POCOP = [κ3-2,6-(OPtBu2)2C6H3]) which was developed before by 

Brookhart’s group for alkane dehydrogenation (Scheme 27).[103b, 105] One equivalent of hydrogen was 

found to evolve with different rates depending on the catalyst loading (it took roughly four minutes to 

release one equivalent of hydrogen with 1 mol% loading and 30 minutes using 0.25 mol% loading, 

respectively). The IR spectrum and X-ray powder diffraction data of the precipitated B-N product was 

found to be in good agreement with a known cyclic pentamer [H2NBH2]5.
[106] Later, Manners et al. 

discussed the B-N product of AB dehydrogenation as the linear polymer [H2NBH2]n.
[107] The resting 

state complex, [(POCOP)Ir(H)2(BH3)] (105) was isolated after reaction and can be activated by 

reaction with hydrogen to form POCOPIr(H)4 (106) which eliminates hydrogen to give the dihydride 

catalyst again. Paul and Musgrave, in order to address questions about the iridium complex catalyzed 

AB dehydrogenation, calculated the process via density functional theory (DFT) and proposed a 

catalytic cycle.[108] They suggest that the dehydrogenation of AB takes place by a concerted proton and 

hydride transfer from AB to the metal catalyst with the hydride of the B-H bond binding to iridium and 

the NH proton approaching the metal hydride. This results in the formation of 106 and an aminoborane. 

The dehydrogenation cycle is closed by H2 release from 106 and formation of the active catalyst 1. 

 

Scheme 27. AB dehydrogenation proposed by Paul and Musgrave. 

 

Our group also utilized Brookhart’s (POCOP)Ir(H)2 complex when looking for proper catalysts for HB 

dehydrogenation.[11b] In order to further explore the influence of substituents at the aryl backbone of 

the iridium complex on the catalytic capability, we synthesized a series of 3,5-disubstituted 

cyclometalated iridium(III) hydrido complexes [3,5-R2(POCOP)IrHX] ((POCOP) = κ3-2,6-

(OPtBu2)2C6H3 with R = t-Bu, COOMe; X = Cl, H) (Scheme 28, right) and applied them for 

dehydrogenation of HB and compared with the original iridium catalyst. It turned out that iridium 

catalyst with an electron-withdrawing group (110), surprisingly, shows a significantly higher activity 
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as this complex took only about 60 seconds (1 mol% loading) for evolution of one equivalent of 

hydrogen from HB. This trend is in line with a report on dehydrogenation of alkanes with [3,5-

(CF3)2POCOPIr(H)2] (112). These complexes show slightly better activity.[109] In addition to that, the 

resting state of catalyst could be identified based on a species that was separated from reaction 

solutions after reaction. Compound 113 is a Ir(III) dihydrido hydrazine complex that still is 

significantly active as it can be used to dehydrogenate HB at least four times with only minor loss of 

activity. We deeper analyzed the mechanism of the reaction by in situ NMR and found that even at 

low temperature (198 K) formation of the tetrahydrido complex 106 takes place.[110] This Ir complex 

fully converted into (POCOP)Ir(H)2(N2H4) (113), the resting state of catalyst. Formation of complex 

105 as it was discussed by Heinekey and Goldberg was not observed (Scheme 28, left). As for the 

dehydrogenated material, 11B solid state NMR indicates the presence of four-coordinate B centers with 

different B–H and B–N–H proton environments, thus suggesting a three-dimensional, most likely 

polymeric structure. 

 

Scheme 28. Catalytic cycle of HB dehydrogenation proposed by our group (left). The catalysts used by our 

group (1, 107 - 111) and literature (112) (right). 

 

Motivated by Heinekey’s and Goldberg’s study, Manners and co-workers showed that this iridium 

system can catalyze the dehydrocoupling of other primary amine boranes.[107] MAB was found to react 

with 0.1 mol% loading of complex 1 in THF at 0 °C, followed by stirring for 20 minutes at 20 °C. The 

resulting product was isolated and purified, then characterized by NMR, elemental analysis (EA), IR 

spectroscopy, gel permeation chromatography (GPC) and dynamic light scattering (DLS). The results 

showed that they obtained a high molecular weight polymer (Mw = 160000) with a polydispersity 

index (PDI) of 2.9. Furthermore, AB, n-butylamine borane and MAB were tested in 

homopolymerization and copolymerization reactions (Scheme 29). All products, like dehydrogenated 

MAB, were characterized by GPC, DLS, NMR, EA, IR and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). These 
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characterization results resembled those of polymethylaminoborane, but the NMR data was much 

more complicated. Later, Manners and co-workers revealed in another paper that temperature, solvent, 

substrate concentration, catalyst loading and nature of the catalyst could affect the molecular weight of 

the polymer as well. Moreover, details on the polymer characterization were given.[31] However, in 

neither of these studies, it was mentioned how much hydrogen evolved during reactions, an 

information that is very valuable for the interpretation of the reaction mechanism. Recently, the Ir 

complex was also employed by the Manners group for a dehydrocoupling reaction of NH3·BH2Ph, a 

boron substituted amine borane.[111] Two high molecular weight polyaminoboranes were thus prepared 

for the first time.  

 

Scheme 29. Brookhart’s Iridium system for catalytic dehydrocoupling of primary amine boranes. 

 

2.3.7. Group 10 complexes  

In 2007, Baker reported the first Ni complex for dehydrogenation of AB. After being generated in situ 

from Ni(COD)2 and a carbene ligand, the complex has a high catalytic ability and can release more 

than two equivalents of hydrogen from AB at 60 °C in a benzene/diglyme mixture within four hours.[64] 

It should be emphasized that the NHC (NHC = 1,3,4-triphenyl-4,5-dihydro-1H-1,2,4-triazol-5-ylidene) 

ligated Ni complex has the best performance, and exceeds the activity of noble transition metals 

catalysts based on Rh and Ru. The authors measured KIE values and NMR spectra, however, as 

information from KIE were limited, they only proposed that the initial step was B-H activation and β 

N-H elimination. Later, Hall and co-workers also investigated this reaction though DFT 

calculations.[112] Nevertheless, they only reasonably explained how the first equivalent of hydrogen is 

released. The research team of Paul also computed the reaction and presented a catalytic pathway 

according to their results (Scheme 30).[113] In spite of the fact that several important species were 

presented during catalytic dehydrogenation such as Ni(NHC)(H2N=BH2) and non-innocent free NHC 

ligand, in view of the complexity of the catalytic process, far more studies need to be done.  
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Scheme 30. In situ generated catalyst (a). Mechanism proposed by Paul and co-workers (b). 

  

In 2011, a rare paramagnetic organometallic Ni(I) olefin complex (115) was presented by Trincado, 

Grützmacher and co-workers.[114] The Ni complex was isolated and fully characterized by the authors. 

Dehydrogenation of DMAB catalyzed by this species was compared with its derivative 

[Ni0(trop2NH)(PPh3)] (trop2NH = bistropylidenylamine) (116). It turned out that 115 was an extremely 

active precatalyst. Even at a very low loading (0.3 mol%) with base activation (1 mol% to 3 mol%), 

one equivalent of hydrogen could be released from DMAB within one minute in THF at room 

temperature. Ni(0) complex 116 was significantly slower and in the first reaction step the linear chain 

dimer BH3-NMe2-BH2-NMe2H was the kinetically favored dehydrogenation product and would 

gradually be converted to the cyclic dimer [Me2NBH2]2 which could directly be obtained by 115 

catalyzed DMAB dehydrogenation. It is noteworthy that the catalytic capability of 115 and even of 

116 for dehydrogenation of DMAB was much better than that of a similar Ru complex reported by the 

same authors.[115] When discussing the individual steps of the catalytic cycle, the authors suggested 

that radical pathways took part in the reaction. Nevertheless, since 1H NMR signals showed Ni(0) 

hydrido complexes, these may also be involved in DMAB dehydrogenation (Scheme 31). Different 

from the Ru analogue where the olefinic binding sites served only as placeholders for ‘vacant’ 

coordination sites, the ligand coordinating to the Ni center proved suitable as steering ligands in the 

catalytic reaction. 
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Scheme 31. Ni catalysts used for DMAB dehydrogenation (above). different pathways for 115 to hydrido Ni(0) complexes 

(below). 

 

In 2010, Kang, Michalak and co-workers synthesized three cationic palladium complexes for 

dehydrogenation of AB (Scheme 32).[116] All three complexes showed outstanding performance for 

dehydrogenation of AB. Even the slowest one, [Pd(MeCN)4][BF4] can release two equivalents of 

hydrogen in 60 seconds at 25 °C. For the fastest, it took only 20 seconds. The authors thoroughly 

studied the reaction and optimized it for the catalyst [Pd(MeCN)4][BF4]. The KIE values of ND3·BH3, 

H3N·BD3 and D3N·BD3 were measured (2.5, 8.2 and 9.5, respectively) for probing interaction between 

substrate and Pd center which indicated that B-H and B-D bonds weakened markedly. Amine boranes 

with alkyl and aryl groups binding to B or N end were also employed for investigation of the 

interaction. The authors discovered that every two equivalents of hydrogen releasing from AB result in 

the formation of two B-B bonds and one B-N bond and the first equivalent of hydrogen actually 

completely originated from the borane moiety of AB. As a consequence, the structural features were 

different from the linear B-N polymer that the Manners group synthesized via metal-catalyzed 

dehydropolymerization.[107] No more information was given about how the second equivalent of 

hydrogen is liberated. 

 

Scheme 32. Proposed process for the first equivalent of hydrogen generation. 
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In 2013, the first platinum dehydrocoupling catalyst was published by Conejero, López-Serrano and 

Roselló-Merino (Scheme 33).[117] Generally, for main group and early transition metals employed in 

amine borane dehydrogenation and dehydrocoupling reactions, the first step is always the activation of 

N-H bond of amine borane. For late transition metal catalysts, on the contrary, the activation 

commonly starts from the opposite terminus, i.e. the B-H bond. Different from the literature 

knowledge, the authors found a new mechanistic scenario that involved the initial formation of 

boronium cations (NMe2H)2BH2
+ through hydride abstraction from DMAB by highly electrophilic 

Pt(II) complexes with concomitant formation of a Pt(II) hydride. The [Pt(ItBu′)(ItBu)][BArF
4] (ItBu = 

1,3-di-tert-butylimidazol-2-ylidene) catalyzed reaction was monitored by 11B{1H} NMR and pressure 

change in a sealed system. The states of Pt catalyst during dehydrocoupling of DMAB were supported 

by a series of stoichiometric reactions and monitoring with multinuclear NMR spectroscopy. The 

authors suggested that the mechanism involving the highly electrophilic Pt complex dehydrogenating 

DMAB is related to that of Frustrated Lewis Pairs. It includes several steps: First, hydride transfers 

from the BH3 fragment to the platinum center, followed by nucleophilic attack of free HNMe2 to the 

coordinated B atom to afford the boronium ion [(HMe2N)2BH2]
+. After that, Pt(II) hydride complex is 

formed and next protonated by the acidic NH of the boronium cation [(HMe2N)(THF)BH2]
+ (one 

NHMe2 of [(HMe2N)2BH2]
+ is replaced by THF). In the meantime, NMe2=BH2 and hydrogen release 

with regeneration of the Pt catalyst.  

 

Scheme 33. Catalytic dehydrogenation of DMAB by Pt catalyst 117, [BArF
4] not shown (left). Pt catalyst (right). 

 

2.3.8. Group 11 complexes 

In 2015, the first air stable copper borohydride complex [(CAAC)CuBH4] (118) and its parent 

complex [(CAAC)CuCl] (119) [CAAC = cyclic(alkyl)(amino)carbene] were reported as catalysts for 

the hydrolytic dehydrogenation of AB by Hu, Bertrand and co-workers.[118] The general procedure for 

dehydrogenation experiments was that 1 mol% Cu catalysts in acetone/H2O solution (20 wt% of H2O) 

was added to AB at 25 °C. When complex 119 was employed, 2.6 equivalents of H2 were released 
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over five minutes with a TOF of 3100 h-1. Meanwhile, when adding complex 118, 2.8 equivalents of 

H2 evolved within two minutes, giving a TOF of 8400 h-1. Efforts for augmenting reactivity of 

complex 119 were made as well by using potassium tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borate (KBArF
4) as 

additive in the reaction of complex 119. The amount of H2 released increased to 2.8 equivalents with a 

TOF of 3360 h-1. This approach also works for the recycling processes: complex 119 and KBArF
4 (1:1) 

were reused 15 times without noticeable loss of catalytic activity. For each cycle, the dehydrogenation 

reaction was finished within five minutes with around 2.8 equivalents of H2 released. 

 

Scheme 34. Cu complexes for hydrolytic dehydrogenation of AB. 

 

2.4. Metal-free catalytic dehydrogenation of amine boranes 

2.4.1. Frustrated lewis pairs (FLP) 

Based on the result of theoretical calculation of Ni(NHC)2 promoted AB dehydrogenation that the 

NHC may be involved in the dehydrogenation process and the comparison of its reactivity to FLP 

which can split H2,
[64, 119] Miller and Bercaw first proposed that FLP may be suitable for amine boranes 

dehydrogenation. The FLP tBu3P/B(C6F5)3 acts as a mediator for DMAB dehydrogenation in C6D5Cl 

at 25 °C, producing approximately 97% of [NMe2BH2]2, trace amounts of (BH2)2NMe2(μ-H) and the 

linear dimer H3B·NMe2BH2·NMe2H alone with [HtBu3P][HB(C6F5)3].
[120] H2 was released by heating 

the phosphonium and borohydride salt between 90 °C to 130 °C. However, it is a stoichiometric 

dehydrogenation process. More recently, catalytic dehydrogenation of amine boranes by a FLP bearing 

a dimethylxanthene backbone was reported by Aldridge’s group (Scheme 35).[121] The postulated 

mechanism involves initial B-H bond activation at the phosphorous moiety to give the zwitterionic 

phosphonium-boronate species. Subsequent reaction with substrate MAB results in reaction of the B 

terminus of the substrate with the amine group of the zwitterion and release of H2. As a consequence, 

the linear MAB dimer is formed. Finally, a third equivalent of amine borane would react with the two 

coordinated BN units, dissociating a cyclic borazane which can be further dehydrogenated to borazine 

by the FLP catalyst. 
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Scheme 35. Dehydrogenation process proposed by Aldridge’s group. 

 

2.4.2. Acid-catalyzed dehydrogenation 

In 2007, Baker, Dixon and co-workers observed that H2 is released from mixtures of the Lewis acid 

B(C6F5)3 and AB. During the course of the reaction a prominent NMR resonance corresponding to the 

anion [HB(C6F5)3]
- was detected.[122] Based on this result, various acids were added to AB and reaction 

conditions were modified for optimizing dehydrogenation and obtaining insight into the mode of 

action. The authors found that the concentration of acid has a significant effect on the extent of 

dehydrogenation, higher acid loading promoted. Considering this experimental observation, they 

suggested that during the reaction, due to rate mismatch of the initiation and propagation steps, a linear 

dimer H3BNH2BH2NH3 transformed a NH3 to boronium [NH2BH3]
+, which originated from AB 

deprotonation. As in the chain-transfer mechanism, the equilibrium Eq. (1) elucidates that adding acid 

to AB will not liberate the equimolecular amount of H2. While, it was confirmed that by reducing the 

concentration of acid (B(C6F5)3) from 25 mol% to 0.5 mol%, up to 1.1 equivalents H2 produced in 20 

hours instead of 0.6 equivalent in 24 hours. The same behavior was formed when using HOSO2CF3 as 

well.  

 

2.4.3. Based-catalyzed dehydrogenation 

Opposite to acid-catalyzed dehydrogenation, theoretically, a base is able to dehydrogenate amine 

borane as well. In 2009, a strongly non-nucleophilic base bis(dimethylamino)naphthalene (Proton 

Sponge, PS) was announced that can promote the release of H2 from AB either in the solid state or in 

ionic-liquid and tetraglyme solutions.[123] The dehydrogenation starts with PS initiating the 

deprotonation of AB to give the anion [NH2BH3]
- in solid state or ionic liquids through an anionic 

dehydropolymerization pathway, in which the in situ generated anion activates AB to form initially 

branched-chain polyaminoborane and cross link to polyborazylene. More than two equivalents of H2 

were evolved with just 1 mol% of PS. 
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3. Objectives of this work 

H2 as an energy carrier is a good option for realization of an environmentally benign sustainable 

energy supply. To overcome the disadvantages it has, a large number of H2 storage methods have been 

developed and amine boranes are one of the most promising candidates with a lot of advantages. In 

addition to that, dehydrogenation of amine boranes allows for synthesizing BN polymers, which are 

interesting compounds for main group and material chemistry due to the isoelectronic analogy to 

carbon based polymers. Thus, categories of catalysts, including those described above have been 

employed for catalytic dehydrogenation of ammonia borane, primary amine boranes and secondary 

amine boranes for extracting H2 or synthesizing BN materials. Transition metal complexes were found 

to be suitable for hydrogen release, transfer hydrogenations and construction of BN materials. In the 

future, the latter application should become more interesting in terms of applications as the 

development of main group polymers can give valuable inspirations for the implementation of new 

materials. Also, despite the promising characteristics of amine boranes such as the high gravimetric H2 

capacity, these compounds are of limited applicability on a larger scale due to the problem of 

regeneration of spent amine borane fuels As a derivative of ammonia borane, to our best knowledge, 

only one example for transition metal complex catalyzed dehydrogenation of hydrazine borane under 

homogenous conditions was described before. Therefore, the main objective of this work was to 

further study suitable transition metal complexes for efficiently dehydrogenating HB under mild 

conditions. Also, insights into the mechanism of HB dehydrogenation for improving the catalytic 

capability of metal complexes and reaction conditions were needed. For this noble metal and base 

metal complexes were used. The influence of the ligand backbone was investigated by tuning the 

ligand by introducing groups with different electronic and steric properties, or ligands coordinating to 

the metal are altered. Apart from investigating the hydrogen release, the focus of this work will be on 

the formation of BN materials from amine borane substrates. 

A significant number of catalysts described before show the pincer ligand motif. As part of this thesis 

we aimed to synthesize PNP ligands for dehydrogenation catalysts. When preparing these, special 

attention is required with respect to reaction conditions as otherwise, a number of isomers, including 

PN and PPN ligands are formed. As a part of this thesis, the coordination chemistry of PN and PPN 

ligands to 3d metal is described.  
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